AT A GLANCE

Demjanjuk gets death sentence

"What penalty can be imposed on Ivan the Terrible, a person who killed so many human beings?" the Talmud asked. A thousand years later,

With that he sentenced John Demjanjuk, reportedly a former Auschwitz guard, to death. Demjanjuk had already been convicted by an

A revaling downtown and on waterfront

The North Coast Harbor, ready for opening festivities.

By Fred McGunagle

Cleveland’s “dead” downtown was restored in 1983 with the opening of the Tower City Center in 1980. The 16-story Ohio City Centre, constructed in 1985 and the Eaton Center and 31-story One Cleveland

The decade had begun with the Ohio Riverboat Wars. In February 1981, the former Cleveland

Negotiations had been going on in the vandalized, long-vacant Powerhouse. Jeff Jacobs, de-

The Palais Theater opened its restored splendor, as the revulsive Playhouse Square continued.

The Quarter, a two-story restaurant, was turning it into four floors and

The ceremony opened the three-story shopping mall atop the

As the city’s top corporate executives,

By Danielson, a lawyer was

The two boards looked at their sepa-
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